Coronavirus Impact:
Approach to Risk Management
& Insurance Coverage
Amidst the turmoil of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, so many different businesses are
adapting and stepping up to meet the challenge.
The environmental consulting/contracting industry is among those at the front lines, being
called upon for oversight, industrial hygiene, disinfection, sterilization and cleaning services at health
care facilities, schools, businesses, and other community facilities affected by coronavirus exposure.
COVID-19 has created a medical supply need reminiscent of wartime. Sanitization, personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies are nowhere to be found, as empty shelves litter retail stores across the country.
Manufacturers and distributors have responded, quickly pivoting operations and modifying
assembly lines to produce needed medical equipment and materials on an emergency basis.
The response from the business community is necessary, and encouraging. The purpose of this
message is to remind our clients to keep an eye on risk management during these unprecedented times:
What steps should be considered to address and minimize the potentially unforeseen risks associated with the
coronavirus pandemic?
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING AND REMEDIATION CONTRACTORS
Environmental response work has already begun: From buildings and facilities small and large to massive cruise ships, there
is growing demand for response contractors to perform disinfection and cleaning at affected locations.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has issued Interim Recommendations for cleaning and disinfecting
community facilities with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases, as well as separate guidance for healthcare facilities.
These and other emerging regulatory guidance may be shaping new standards of care for environmental contractors in this
space; please note these standards that are changing on a daily basis:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/cleaning-disinfection.html#Cleaning
Performing disinfection/cleaning services in response to coronavirus may entail significant risk exposure. What little data is available
regarding coronavirus exposure pathways indicates that the virus is easily transmittable. Third-party bodily injury claims, action
over scenarios, and property damage claims are potential liabilities inherent in remediation/ response work. Environmental
remediation contractors are often placed in emergency response situations, mobilizing on short notice to address urgent needs.

Given the enhanced risk profile for the environmental consulting/contracting industry, the following are key
considerations for businesses and their risk management teams:
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
project-specific insurance programs should be evaluated.
Synapse is working with the market now to determine
carrier appetite for project-specific placements. These
Coverage for claims arising out of coronavirus remediation
carriers are likely trying to digest the extent of their exposervices may not have been contemplated when your policy
was issued. Review your policy for coverage; here’s a guide for sure under existing in-force programs, leading to some
uncertainty about product availability and capacity for
doing so:
project policies going forward.
https://www.synapsellc.com/sites/default/ files/SynWhere there is market appetite, businesses should be
apse%20Bulletin-Environmental%20Insurprepared to provide Statements of Qualifications or similar
ance%20and%20Coronavirus.pdf
documentation to demonstrate competence within the
disinfection space. Project underwriting may involve a
2. Consider Project-Specific Insurance
close look at a contractor’s qualifications and experience in
Programs
performing similar work.
Mindful of the burden COVID-19-related work may
place on an environmental contractor’s practice policy,
3. Alternative Risk Management Strategies

1. Does Your Current Practice Policy Cover
These Types of Services

Given the increased risk and potential coverage
uncertainties, environmental contractors may wish to
consider alternative risk management strategies, such as
creating separate or subsidiary legal entities to house
coronavirus- related response work. Insureds should
consult with legal counsel in reviewing these options.
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It is also important to manage contractual risk
associated with COVID-19 response work.
Understanding that written contracts may be an
afterthought in responding in emergency situations,
environmental contractors should remain mindful of
the benefits of contractual protection, such as liability
limitations, indemnification provisions and standardof-care parameters for these specific projects to limit
what may be unquantified exposure. Insurance markets
underwriting these types of project risks may require
contractual risk management as a condition of coverage.

4. Importance of Communication with
Your Insurance Carrier Partner
Consider the benefits in communicating material changes in
services offered or in expected revenue volume to your insurance
carrier partners.
Certain contractor policies may be “auditable,” with adjustable
premiums based on estimated sales figures. COVID-19
response work may significantly change projected sales, and
where contractors get out ahead of
this in communicating with the markets, there may be opportunities for favorable rate negotiations.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
MANUFACTURERS/DISTRIBUTORS
The unprecedented supply chain havoc wrought by the coronavirus outbreak has created new industries:
Manufacturers who used to make widgets are now pumping out hand sanitizer. The news is replete with stories of
manufacturers materially modifying their production and assembly lines to provide desperately needed medical
supplies, disinfection and cleaning supplies.
All of which is well and good, and a demonstration of our country’s resilience and resourcefulness in the face of
adversity. Just as on the contracting side, however, these abrupt and material changes in a business’s risk profile may
be creating unforeseen and potentially uninsured risks.

Here’s sample language within an environmental combined General Liability/Pollution Liability policy:
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
“Material Change in Risk
The insured must notify the Company, in writing, within thirty (30) days of any change in information that the insured
provided to us which materially increases the risk from that originally assumed by the Company at policy inception.”

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
fluctuation based on sales volume. Synapse has already
1. Importance of Communication with
seen some of its insureds in the chemical manufacturing
Your Carrier Partner
Manufacturers or distributors should consider notifying their
Insurers (products liability, general liability, worker’s compensation, and others) about material changes in operations or
variations in products.
Perhaps more so on the manufacturing side than with
contractors, many policies may be auditable, or subject to rate
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space come forward with significantly larger anticipated
sales volumes due to the coronavirus outbreak. There may
be considerations for approaching your carrier up front,
and negotiating graduated rates when done in advance.
Proactive steps with your carrier may create substantial
savings for your business in adapting your insurance
program to changes wrought by COVID-19.

(continued on next page)

2. Evaluate Products Liability Coverage
for New Products
Manufacturers and distributors may want to consider
updating their insurance program, specifically their products
liability coverage, to affirmatively address new exposures
associated with the new product lines. Does your current

products liability coverage address these risks? Are your
current limits adequate? Are there exclusions in your
current products liability coverage that may apply to the
new products being manufactured or distributed (i.e.
products pollution liability)?

SUMMARY
For those companies/industries heroically involved with the COVID-19
response, be mindful of heightened business risks and impact to your
existing insurance programs. Consider the benefits of advance
communication with your carrier partners to secure beneficial terms for
your new risk profile.
Disclaimer: This overview is not intended to provide legal or coverage advice with respect to your insurance
policy(ies). Please refer to your actual policy documents for the definitive terms and conditions of coverage.
Policy-holders should consult with legal counsel regarding any legal or contractual matters applicable to their
business. Synapse makes no representations or warranties regarding the applicability of these coverage
considerations to any particular policyholder or policy.
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